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LITTLE THINGS

LITTLE: Local Irregulars That Trace Luminosity Extremes
THINGS: The HI Nearby Galaxy Survey

LITTLE THINGS provides 
observations of the neutral, 
atomic gas phase with the 
Karl G. Jansky VLA, the 
reservoir of the fuel for star 
formation

DDO 75

Messier 74 = NGC 628
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The Sample

 The larger sample was selected 
to have gas, so targets could 
form stars in principle, and not 
be obviously interacting as we 
are interested in internal 
triggering processes (Hunter & 
Elmegreen 2004, 2006).

The LITTLE THINGS sub-
sample, 42 targets, covers the 
range of  properties of the larger 
survey; it is representative and 
includes the extremes.
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VLA HI: Observations

UBV images
FITS files: U, B, V
Calibration parameters
Further information: Hunter & Elmegreen 2006

JHK images: None

Halpha images
FITS files:

Halpha (with stars)
Halpha (minus stellar continuum and sky)

Calibration parameters
Further information: Hunter & Elmegreen 2004

Ultraviolet images
FITS files: FUV, NUV
Further information: Hunter, Elmegreen, & Ludka 2010, Zhang et al. (2011)

Spitzer IRAC images
FITS files: LVL IRAC Data
Further information: Hunter, Elmegreen, & Martin 2006

 

[LITTLE THINGS Data] [LITTLE THINGS Home]

Staff | Policies | Diversity

https://science.nrao.edu/science/surveys/littlethings/

https://science.nrao.edu/science/surveys/littlethings/
https://science.nrao.edu/science/surveys/littlethings/
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NEW: 6cm radio continuum survey

https://science.nrao.edu/science/surveys/littlethings/
https://science.nrao.edu/science/surveys/littlethings/
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Figure 4.21: For all galaxies in our subsample observed in FUV, we plot density contours
at 10%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 90% of the pixel by pixel distribution of SFR based on FUV
only surface density vs. H1 surface density. The black filled circles show the data plotted
in radial bins of a beam size and their coloured cores represent different radii: red cores
for smaller than 1 kpc, yellow cores from 1 to 2 kpc, blue cores from 2 to 3 kpc, magenta
cores from 3 to 4 kpc and cyan cores for larger than 4 kpc. All maps used for the above
plots have the same linear resolution of 400 pc. All points are independent and above a
5σ cutoff level. The vertical dashed line represents an H1 surface density of 10M! pc-2.
The other three dashed lines in the top row represent constant depletion lines of 0.1Gyr,
1Gyr, 10Gyr and 100Gyr.

SK-plots for  some of the 
LT dwarfs: SFR density 
versus HI surface density. 
Coloured symbols are 
radial averages. Cell size: 
400 pc.

HI H2



Schruba et al. 2012, AJ,143, 38

X-factor - metallicity relationCO in Dwarfs 15

Figure 6. Metallicity Dependence of the CO-to-H2 Conversion Factor. αCO is derived from the ratio of observed SFR scaled by a
constant H2 depletion time, τdep = 1.8 Gyr, and the observed CO luminosity, LCO. Bigger symbols show galaxy-integrated measurements
of dwarf galaxies from this work, smaller symbols show data for our literature compilation with starbursts highlighted by stars. The
horizontal dashed line shows the Galactic conversion factor and the diagonal lines show regression fits: to all galaxies (dotted line), to all
non-starburst galaxies (dashed line), and exclusively to the HERACLES sample (solid line).

drawback of this method is that it requires that the cor-
relation between H2 and SFR established in spiral galax-
ies continues to hold in dwarf galaxies. This makes the
method less rigorous than direct attempts to trace H2
but also makes it available for a much larger sample of
galaxies including distant galaxies.
Currently we are not able to conclude that τdep is

truly constant. Observations of strongly variable star
formation histories and starbursts readily indicate that
it does not hold in all environments (e.g. Lee et al. 2009;
Weisz et al. 2011). However, recent theoretical consid-
erations by Krumholz et al. (2011) and Glover & Clark
(2012) provide a motivation in favor of a constant
H2/SFR ratio. Although some of these methods do ques-
tion if H2 is fundamental for star formation, they also ar-
gue that H2 will be a good tracer of star-forming regions.
This is because the H i to H2 transition and the drop in
gas temperature which makes clouds susceptible to grav-
itational instabilities occur under similar conditions that
are to first order set by dust shielding of the interstellar
radiation field.

5.2. New & Literature Measurements

In the following we explore the implications for CO
if τdep is indeed constant. The average value for spi-
ral galaxies in the HERACLES sample with about so-
lar metallicity varies in the range of ∼ 1.8 to 2.35 Gyr
(Bigiel et al. 2008, 2011; Leroy et al. 2008; Schruba et al.
2011). This natural variation is due to minor differences
from galaxy to galaxy, and depends on exactly which
lines-of-sight are included, and in particular the weight-
ing method employed (i.e., galaxy average, radial rings,
or pixel averages). We adopt here a value of τdep = 1.8

Gyr which is derived on the basis of entire galaxy aver-
ages. Figure 6 shows the resulting αCO values as func-
tion of metallicity. In this plot we show galaxy-integrated
values, bigger symbols show our measurements of dwarf
galaxies (Table 4) and smaller symbols show data from
our literature compilation (Table 2). Color coding high-
lights metallicity as in previous plots. Star symbols in-
dicate galaxies that are labeled in the literature as star-
bursts.
The derived αCO values strongly depend on metal-

licity. For galaxies with 12+log10O/H ! 8.6, we find
αCO ∼ αCO,Gal although with ∼ 0.3 dex (factor 2)
scatter. For galaxies with lower metallicity, αCO in-
creases strongly with decreasing metallicity. For dwarf
galaxies with 12+log10O/H " 8.6, even though most
of them remain undetected in CO, we can readily ex-
clude αCO ∼ αCO,Gal. The few dwarf galaxies with CO
detection suggest αCO ! 10 αCO,Gal at 12+log10O/H
" 8.4. We emphasize that the derived αCO values for
dwarf galaxies with Z/Z! ∼ 1/2− 1/10 are 1− 2 orders
of magnitude higher than αCO values derived for massive
spirals with Z/Z! ∼ 1.
We attempt to parametrize this dependence by fitting

function of the form given in Eq. (1). We use a bisecting
linear regression to determine the best-fitting parame-
ters. Uncertainties are determined from a Monte Carlo
analysis. We have repeatedly added Gaussian noise to
αCO with log-normal standard deviation of 0.3 dex and
to 12+log10 O/H with standard deviation of 0.1 dex and
re-fitted the perturbed data. The quoted uncertainties
correspond to the standard deviation of 100 such de-
rived best-fit parameters. Table 7 lists the resulting
normalizations and slopes together with the scatter of

No CO
detections

α C
O

metallicity

http://adsabs.harvard.edu/cgi-bin/nph-data_query?bibcode=2012AJ....143..138S&db_key=AST&link_type=ABSTRACT&high=4fb67074ab12531
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/cgi-bin/nph-data_query?bibcode=2012AJ....143..138S&db_key=AST&link_type=ABSTRACT&high=4fb67074ab12531




Breaking the metallicity barrier!!!



Bruce G. Elmegreen1, Monica Rubio2, Deidre A. Hunter3, Celia Verdugo2, Elias Brinks4 & Andreas Schruba5

Elmegreen et al. 2013, 
Nature, 495, 487 

http://adsabs.harvard.edu/cgi-bin/nph-data_query?bibcode=2012AJ....143..138S&db_key=AST&link_type=ABSTRACT&high=4fb67074ab12531
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/cgi-bin/nph-data_query?bibcode=2012AJ....143..138S&db_key=AST&link_type=ABSTRACT&high=4fb67074ab12531
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/cgi-bin/nph-data_query?bibcode=2012AJ....143..138S&db_key=AST&link_type=ABSTRACT&high=4fb67074ab12531
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/cgi-bin/nph-data_query?bibcode=2012AJ....143..138S&db_key=AST&link_type=ABSTRACT&high=4fb67074ab12531


GMC as function of Z
•! As metallicity and dust-to-gas ratios decrease, Av~1 

moves deeper into clumps of constant column density 

•! CO disappears when Av<2 through a clump,  but H2 
exists to much lower extinctions 

•! The relative amount of CO and H2 is set by the 
distribution of column densities in the ISM 
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Changing structure of a GMC as 
metallicity decreases: ISM+ 
(yellow) and PDR (grey) increase 
while CO (dark grey) decreases. 
As dust decreases, AV ~ 1 moves 
deeper into the GMC.

CO disappears AV ≲ 2; H2 can 
exist at lower AV.



✤ low metallicity → low dust content (GDR ∝ Z-1)

✤ PAH emission down 

✤ Tdust increases (~32 K in dIrr versus 20-25 K for spirals)

✤ excess sub-mm emission beyond 500 μm (cold dust reservoir?)

✤ [CII] 158 μm/CO increases

✤ αCO increases steeply with decreasing metallicity

ISM at low metallicity



X-factor(Z) and DGR(Z)
The Astrophysical Journal, 737:12 (13pp), 2011 August 10 Leroy et al.

Figure 6. Left: αCO as a function of metallicity. The gray region shows the range of commonly used αCO for the Milky Way and the dashed line indicates the value
argued for by Draine et al. (2007) studying integrated photometry of SINGS galaxies. Right: the gas-to-dust ratio δGDR as a function of the same metallicities. The
dashed line indicates a linear scaling.

with this broad agreement, recent work on diffuse lines of sight
in the Milky Way (Liszt et al. 2010) suggests that the ratio of
CO brightness to H2 column density is not a strong function of
column density.

Figure 7 compares αCO as a function of metallicity between
this study and the literature. The points in red indicate IR-based
measurements. In detail, our measurements (circles) yield lower
αCO than previous IR-based studies. We suspect that this is
mainly because we solve for αCO without assuming δGDR or
measuring it far away from the region of interest. One likely
sense of systematic variations in δGDR is that δGDR is likely
to be higher in the dense gas close to molecular complexes,
which tend to reside mainly in the stellar disk, than in a diffuse,
extended H i disk (e.g., Stanimirovic et al. 1999; Draine et al.
2007; Muñoz-Mateos et al. 2009). If δGDR is taken to be too high,
Equation (2) yields a corresponding overestimate of αCO. In the
SMC, our attempt to remove a diffuse H i component along the
line of sight also leads to lower αCO (Section 5.1), though it is
less clear that our approach is correct in that case. Regardless
of the cause, by simultaneously solving for αCO and δGDR in
the regions of interest in a uniform way across a heterogeneous
sample we improve on literature studies of individual galaxies.

A long standing discrepancy exists between IR-based results
and high-resolution virial mass measurements based on CO
observations. Using virial masses, Wilson (1995), Rosolowsky
et al. (2003), and Bolatto et al. (2008) all found weak or absent
trends in XCO as a function of metallicity. The blue points in
Figure 7 show virial mass results from CO observations with
resolution better than 30 pc. The two approaches agree up to
about the metallicity of M 33 or the LMC, and then strongly
diverge in the SMC. This divergence is most easily understood
if the additional H2 traced by IR lies in an extended envelope
outside the main CO-emitting region (Bolatto et al. 2008). Such
an envelope can reconcile the virial mass and dust measurements
and naturally explains the scale dependence of αCO observed by
Rubio et al. (1993) in the SMC. These envelopes could perhaps
still have an effect on the velocity dispersion of the material
inside it (and consequently the measured virial mass) via surface
pressure. Structures with virial parameters α ! 1, however,

are often observed inside local molecular clouds, suggesting
that at least in some instances the velocity dispersion does
not appreciably show the impact of the surrounding material.
An alternative view is argued by Bot et al. (2007, 2010),
who observed discrepancies between dust-based masses and
virial masses even at fairly small scales. They suggest that
magnetic support becomes very strong at low metallicities,
perhaps because of higher ionization fractions inside clouds.

7. SUMMARY

We combine CO, H i, and IR measurements to solve for the
CO-to-H2 conversion factor, αCO, in M 33, M 31, NGC 6822,
the LMC, and the SMC. We estimate the dust mass from IR
intensities and then identify the αCO that produces the best linear
relation between total (H i + H2) gas and dust. We accomplish
this finding the αCO and δGDR that minimize the scatter about
Equation (2). We find that αCO is approximately constant (within
a factor of two) in M 31, M 33, and the LMC, with a value
αCO ≈ 6 M" pc−2 (K km s−1)−1. By contrast NGC 6822 and
the SMC, the lowest metallicity galaxies in the sample show a
drastically higher αCO, ∼30 and 70. The resulting gas-to-dust
ratio, δGDR, scales approximately linear with metallicity.

We attribute the behavior of αCO to the transition from the
regime where most H2 is bright in CO to a regime where
CO is mostly photodissociated and the bulk of the molecular
reservoir is CO-dark. In our sample, this transition occurs around
12 + log(O/H) ∼ 8.4–8.2. With only a limited number of
systems, an actual numerical prescription for αCO is beyond
the scope of the paper. These results agree qualitatively with a
large body of existing work using IR-based techniques, though
quantitatively we find lower αCO than previous work (e.g.,
Israel 1997a), probably because we restrict our analysis to CO-
emitting regions.

We thank the anonymous referee for a constructive report and
helpful suggestions. We gratefully acknowledge Elias Brinks,
John Cannon, and Fabian Walter for sharing their data on M 31
and NGC 6822. We also thank Julia Roman-Duval, Michele
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αCO increases non-linearly with 
decreasing metallicity

GDR increases linearly with 
decreasing metallicity

Leroy et al. 2011, ApJ 737, 12
see also Sandstrom et al. 2012, arXiv1212.1208



WLM: Wolf-Lundmark-Melotte

✤ D = 985 ± 33 kpc

✤ M∗ = 1.6 × 107 M⊙

✤ MHI = 7.1 × 107 M⊙

✤ Vrot = ~36 km s-1

✤ 12+log(O/H) = 7.8 (SMC: 8.0)

✤ SFR = 0.006 M⊙ yr-1 

✤ sSFR (WLM) = 12 × sSFR(MW)

– 70 –

Fig. 82.— Basic data for WLM. Same as for Figure 12.



APEX CO(J=3-2) detection

Elmegreen et al. 2013, Nature, 495, 487 

CO (J=3-2) detected at two 
locations in WLM

18” beam

5σ detections

velocity agrees with HI

http://adsabs.harvard.edu/cgi-bin/nph-data_query?bibcode=2012AJ....143..138S&db_key=AST&link_type=ABSTRACT&high=4fb67074ab12531
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/cgi-bin/nph-data_query?bibcode=2012AJ....143..138S&db_key=AST&link_type=ABSTRACT&high=4fb67074ab12531


LABOCA cold dust in WLM

Also, cold dust detected near 
region A, at 870 μm with 
LABOCA on APEX

LABOCA detection coincides 
with Spitzer 160 μm



APEX CO(J=3-2) detection

WLM 

Image: Warm dust 

CO detection 

Molecular cloud shell, 
Observed with Herschel 



Herschel PACS [CII] in WLM



Herschel PACS [CII] in WLM

See Poster by Phil C
igan



GMCs in WLM

✤ use the MIPS and LABOCA to calculate the dust mass

✤ convert the dust mass to a total (HI+H2) gas mass; we assume that the 
DGR continues to scale linearly with metallicity, so GDR = 1100 
(assumed; MW value of ~145 scaled by [O/H])

✤ subtract the observed HI mass; this leaves the H2 mass

✤ GMC mass: 1.8 ± 0.8 × 105 M⊙ and 1.2 ± 0.6 × 105 M⊙ 

✤ this leads to a mass conversion factor αCO = 124 ± 60 M⊙ pc -2 /(K km 
s-1) or ~30 × MW value (XCO-factor: 5.8 ± 2.8 × 1021 cm-2 /(K km s-1)  



Conversion factor versus 
metallicity

The Astronomical Journal, 143:138 (18pp), 2012 June Schruba et al.

Figure 6. Metallicity dependence of the CO-to-H2 conversion factor. αCO is
derived from the ratio of observed SFR scaled by a constant H2 depletion
time, τdep = 1.8 Gyr, and the observed CO luminosity, LCO. Bigger symbols
show galaxy-integrated measurements of dwarf galaxies from this work; smaller
symbols show data for our literature compilation with starbursts highlighted by
stars. The horizontal dashed line shows the Galactic conversion factor, and the
diagonal lines show regression fits: to all galaxies (dotted line), to all non-
starburst galaxies (dashed line), and exclusively to the HERACLES sample
(solid line).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Table 7
Metallicity Dependence of αCO Assuming a Constant SFEa

Selected Data Value at Slope of Scatter
12 + log O/H = 8.7 Regression (dex)

Complete sample
All galaxies 8.2 ± 1.0 −2.8 ± 0.2 0.13
Non-starbursts 6.9 ± 1.0 −2.4 ± 0.3 0.10
HERACLES sample
All galaxies 8.0 ± 1.3 −2.0 ± 0.4 0.10
Non-starbursts 7.1 ± 1.2 −2.0 ± 0.4 0.09

Notes.
a Using bisecting linear regression of log10 αCO = log10 A + N ×
(12 + log10 O/H − 8.7); see Equation (1). Uncertainties are determined by re-
peatedly adding random noise of 0.1 dex to 12 + log10 O/H (x-axis) and 0.3 dex
to log10 αCO (y-axis).

HERACLES galaxies and the complete sample separately. This
may help to minimize biases due to inhomogeneous data sets.
We expect the smallest systematics for the HERACLES sample
including only non-starburst galaxies. We separate the starbursts
because they likely violate our assumption of a constant τdep
having SFR in excess of their H2 content.

The best-fit regressions depend somewhat on the particular
galaxy sample; see Figure 6 and Table 7. For this analysis we
neglect the upper limit measurements as they are not stringent
enough to affect our best fits. For the HERACLES sample
we determine a slope of −2.0 ± 0.4 roughly independent of
whether starbursts are included or not (solid line), but with larger
uncertainties due to the relatively small dynamic range sampled
by the detected galaxies. For the complete galaxy sample, the
slope is steeper. We determine a slope of −2.4 ± 0.2 for the non-
starbursts (dashed line) and −2.8 ± 0.2 for all galaxies (dotted

Figure 7. Trends of the metallicity dependence of the CO-to-H2 conversion
factor αCO. Striped bands indicate the range of αCO values derived from
employing different methods (see the text). The width in the bands indicates
roughly the scatter of individual measurements.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

line). We consider the latter result uncertain and potentially
biased high because it is driven by a handful galaxies that are
currently undergoing a starburst and have CO measurements
from Taylor et al. (1998), measurements that have been made
prior to the latest generation of sensitive millimeter receivers.
The scatter of the data to the best-fit relations is 0.09–0.12 dex
(∼30%), which is significantly smaller than the scatter of
∼0.3 dex in the ratio αCO/αCO, Gal for galaxies with 12 + log10 O/
H ! 8.6. In this sense a steep increase of αCO with decreasing
metallicity is much favored as compared to a constant value.
The trend fitted to the “complete, non-starburst” sample and
its associated uncertainty is indicated as a red striped region in
Figure 7.

The recent study by Genzel et al. (2012) also applied the
assumption of a constant SFE. They analyzed a sample of star-
forming galaxies at redshift z ∼ 1–2 and determined a slope of
−1.9 ± 0.67; see the orange striped region13 in Figure 7. They
also combined their distant galaxy sample with the dust-inferred
αCO measurements from Leroy et al. (2011), which reduces their
slope to −1.3 ± 0.25. The decrease in slope is basically driven
by two galaxies, M31 and the SMC, and their result may be
affected by combining two different methods.

5.3. Comparison

Approximate trends for the metallicity dependence of αCO
derived from the three discussed methods and their intrinsic
scatter are indicated in Figure 7. At solar metallicities the
three methods give roughly consistent results within their
uncertainties. Toward lower metallicities the three methods,
however, predict different trends for the dependence of αCO
on metallicity. The αCO values derived from the virial method
(green striped region) show no systematic trend with metallicity

13 Note that we changed the normalizations of the Genzel et al.
parameterizations to match the data plotted in their Figure 3. For the
high-redshift sample we increased the normalization by 0.3 dex; for the
combined sample we decreased it by 0.07 dex.
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WLM

Schruba et al. 2012, 
AJ,143, 38

http://adsabs.harvard.edu/cgi-bin/nph-data_query?bibcode=2012AJ....143..138S&db_key=AST&link_type=ABSTRACT&high=4fb67074ab12531
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/cgi-bin/nph-data_query?bibcode=2012AJ....143..138S&db_key=AST&link_type=ABSTRACT&high=4fb67074ab12531
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/cgi-bin/nph-data_query?bibcode=2012AJ....143..138S&db_key=AST&link_type=ABSTRACT&high=4fb67074ab12531
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/cgi-bin/nph-data_query?bibcode=2012AJ....143..138S&db_key=AST&link_type=ABSTRACT&high=4fb67074ab12531


Summary

✤ LITLE THINGS is in great shape...watch this space!

✤ We broke in WLM (12+log(O/H) = 7.8) the low-metallicity limit  for a 
CO detection

✤ αCO = 124 ± 60 M⊙ pc-2 /(K km s-1) or ~30 × MW value

✤ GDR = 1100 (assumed; MW value scaled by [O/H])

✤ GMC mass: 1.8 ± 0.8 × 105 M⊙ and 1.2 ± 0.6 × 105 M⊙ 

✤ SFR per molecule in WLM ~ SFR in MW (SFE ~ 1.5 - 6.7 Gyr)



The End


